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A // Pier 30 // 7 pm on a Friday afternoon // The citizens of San Francisco explore The Commons, 
where a cacaphony of visible, physical and audible activity beckons the mind.

F // Pier 26 // 11am Saturday morning // an endless revolving door of experimental 
showrooms and pop-up spaces in The Seedhouse encourage institutions to take root.

G // Pier 38 // 3pm Sunday afternoon // the curious look 
through The Archives for past records and artifacts.

E // Pier 28 // Exploring New Ideas 

1.  Pier 26  //   Exhibition // 2-12 weeks
2.   Storage
3.   Connecting Bridge 
4.  Pier 28  //   Exhibition // 12-34 weeks
5.  Pier 30-32  //    Exhibition // 1-10 years
6.   Workshop & Tool Library
7.   Launch Tower
8.   Media Center
9.   Central Park
10.   Urban Beach
11. Pier 38  //    Archive
12.    Offices
13.   Store
14. Pier 40  //   Sports Pier
15.    Swimming Pools
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The city is no longer free – popular thought and public conformity have 
taken over nearly all spaces, rendering them stiflingly safe. Political 
alignments and schools of thought are becoming siloed within their own 
communities, and there is no place in the city for public exploration and 
representation of counter ideas.

From this context emerges a counterspace – a place for democratic 
experimentation and ideological mixing, where the influence one 
holds on the space is more significant than anywhere else in the city. 
The ‘Creative Commons’ builds on the history of counterculture in San 
Francisco, and breaks down the traditional library, moving away from an 
institution where knowledge is curated by the state, towards one curated 
and organized by the people. Occupying five existing piers on the San 
Francisco shoreline, the project is organized into “fast”, “medium”, and 
“slow” programmes. The site is a perpetual fair for the mind, open to 
all, where varying degrees of temporality address the constantly changing 
and evolving nature of society.

The Seedhouse // Fast: The existing pier buildings are modified to create 
a flexible space for idea propagation. Small exhibitions and displays can 
be created by anyone and set up between movable curtains, establishing 
new relationships between adjacent ideas.

The Commons // Medium: An elevated walkway creates a permeable 
space framing system that allows groups to build their own space to 
suit the needs of their ideas. These self-organized spaces exist between 
permanent buildings that house programme to aid in the generation of 
ideas through making.

The Archive // Slow: Books, zines, and records of all exhibitions produced 
on site are created and stored in the archive space. This counter history 
can be accessed at any time.

The relationship to the Bay is improved by creating new edge conditions 
at the water (stepping, sloping, elevated above) throughout the site. The 
community pier provides an apolitical space to experience the connection 
to the water.

Books, objects, and ideas are 
stored in a movable system, 
accessible at any time.

An elevated walkway creates 
the grid for each group to build 
their institution within.

The Archive grows incrementally 
as more and more ideas are 
generated on site.

C // Pier 32 // Building an Institution

B // Pier 30 // Drones Carrying Ideas to the City

PIER 40 // SPORTS PIER

PIER 38 // THE ARCHIVE

PIER 30-32 // THE COMMONS

SAN FRANCISCO BAY

SAN FRANCISCO-OAKLAND BAY BRIDGE

THE EMBARCADERO

PIER 26-28 // THE SEEDHOUSE

D // Pier 40 // Sports Pier

CREATIVE COMMONS
  Bay Book House  // saN FRaNCIsCo


